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Today
•Why data management planning?
•Data management plan step by step
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Description of research data
Ethics and legal compliance
Documentation and metadata
Data Storage
Sharing and archiving the data
Responsibilities and resources

•Questions and comments
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Why to plan research data management
• Practical benefits
• Saves time and streamlines work.
• Reduces risks such as the loss or corruption of data.
• Helps organize, save and find data.

• Helps you make your data Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable and Reusable FAIR
• Help others understand data.
• Encourage other researchers to reuse and cite data.
• Reduce overlapping work.

• It is good research practice
• Demonstrates that working is ethical and responsible.
• Comply with data protection regulation.
• Makes research more transparent, reliable and
reproducible.
• Helps to prove or validate research findings.

CESSDA ERIC https://www.cessda.eu/
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DMP required by Tampere higher education community
Tampere higher education community’s Open Science and Research Policy (PDF)
“The researcher should make a data management plan at the research
planning phase, regardless of whether the data being produced will be opened.
The funder’s requirements must be taken into account in the drafting of the plan.
The researcher should update the data management plan as the research
progresses.”
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What is a data management plan (DMP)?
• Data management plan (DMP) is a document
in which a researcher will outline the life
cycle of the data during and after the
research.
• Writing a DMP should start right at the
planning stage of the project.
• DMP is a living document, keep it up to date.
• Tips for writing a DMP:
• Use DMP to complement research plan - avoid
overlapping with the research plan!
• Be concrete.
• Write in an understandable way.
• No copy-paste answers elsewhere.

• Not only a document, but a tool to carry out
practicalities and controlling risks.
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DMP components
DMP consists of the following component
1.
2.
3.
4.

General description of data
Ethics and legal compliance
Documentation and metadata
Storage and backup during the research
project
5. Opening, publishing and archiving the data
after the research project
6. Data management responsibilities and
resources

• See General Finnish DMP Template (.docx)

• DMPTuuli tool can be used to create a plan:
https://dmptuuli.fi/
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1. General description of data
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Describing data
• Research data are the evidence that underpins the answer
to the research question, and can be used to validate
findings regardless of its form (e.g. print, digital, or
physical).” [1]

• Data can be categorized, for example:
• Data collected for the project or thesis
• Reused data
• (Remember to describe the terms of use and licenses in section 2)

• New data which is created during the research process

• Categorisation helps to acknowledge different data
handling needs for different data.
• Describe your data formats and necessary software.

Photo by Markus Spiske on Unsplash

• An estimate of the size of the data and required
storage space.
[1] Concordat on Open Research Data, published on 28 July 2016
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Quality of the data
Tricky question, indeed. Depends on data but some examples listed:
• Version control processes. This can mean e.g. shared and documented file
naming conventions, or everyone in team working in Git repositories
(GitLab page, intra).

• Transcriptions of audio or video interviews should be checked by someone
other than the transcriber.
• Analog material should be digitised in the highest resolution possible for
accuracy.
• In all conversions, maintaining the original information content should be
ensured.

• Does research include processing personal or sensitive data? If yes,
please discuss how minimisation, pseudonymization and anonymisation
affect data quality.

Image by Gerd Altmann from Pixabay
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Tips for evaluating DMP
• The dataset list is in line with research plan and rest
of the DMP.
• Data categorisation acknowledges different data
handling needs (for example sensitive/confidential
data).
• It is explained why certain data formats have been
chosen and whether they are open.
• Data types and formats are clearly outlined in a
table or a list with bullet points.
• It is explained if any special or uncommon software
are needed to view or use the data.
• Clearly recognises possible error sources during the
data lifecycle, to ensure the quality of data.

Photo by Aaron Burden on Unsplash
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2. Ethics and legal compliance
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Research permits and agreements
• The research permits obtained by the target organizations specify the
collection and use of the material.
• More information on research permits (intra)

• Possible copyrights and licenses
• Copyright may restrict the use of material if, for example, materials produced by the
research subjects are used in the research.
• Whether terms of use, such as licences have been defined for the data
• Agreements in cases where the thesis has a client.
• The use of register data and official data in the research shall be agreed with the
relevant authority.

• The processing of personal data should be agreed with the subjects.
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What counts as personal data
Direct identifiers

Strong indirect identifiers

Indirect identifiers

• Social security number

• Email

• District/part of town

• Full name

• Phone number

• Municipality of residence

• Audio file

• Date of birth

• Age

• Email (with name)

• Rare occupation

• Household composition

• Video file displaying
person(s)

• Vehicle registration number

• Occupation

• Student ID number

• Education

• Photograph of person(s)

• Mother tongue
• Nationality
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When processing personal data
• If data is collected from or about research participants, it is
assumed that personal data is collected -> Data protection Act
must be complied with.
• When personal data is processed participants (informants) must
be informed:
• For what purpose are their data being collected
• How their personal data are being collected, processed,
used, stored, disseminated and made available
• Data controller and others who process personal data
• Legal basis for processing personal data.
• Public interest – scientific research
• Concent (for students)

• Duration of processing

• A privacy notice is compiled in order to inform the participant
• The form is given to the participant together with an information
sheet.

More information:
• Data protection path of
research
• FSD guidance on
informing research
participants
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Risks assessment when processing personal data
• Concise risks assessment
• Must always be completed before
processing personal data
• Assessment from the data subjects
perspective
• Risk assessment must be documented.

• Data protection impact assessment (DPIA)
• Must be completed if the concise
assessment reveals that processing
activities pose a high risk to data subjects.
• Criteria for assessing the likelihood of a high risk
(Office of the Data Protection Ombudsman)
• Please contact dpo@tuni.fi

• Templates and guidelines

Photo by Marija Zaric on Unsplash
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Tips for evaluating DMP
• What permissions are needed to access the data?
• Are there any restrictions on the use of the data?

• Does the data include personal information (=
identifying information)?
• Have processing requirements been identified?
• Have responsibilities and roles defined, such as controller and
processor?
• What is the legal basis for the processing?
• Has the need for anonymization and pseudonymization been
identified?
• Whether technical security measures are required for the data?

• Is the thesis done in connection with a research project
or for the client?
• Is there agreement for rights for the data (or terms of use)?
• Is there an agreement on data ownership?

• Provide information on data protection issues that may
affect the storage, transfer, use, sharing and / or
storage of information and to demonstrate that
appropriate measures have been taken to manage
ethical requirements.

Photo by Aaron Burden on Unsplash
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3. Documentation and metadata
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What to describe?
The project-level documentation explains:
•

For what purposes was the data created?
•

•

Background information of your project

What does the dataset contain?
•

Interviews, questionnaires, pictures…

•

How was data collected?

•

Who collected the data and when?

•

How was the data processed?

•

What possible manipulations were done to the data?
•
•

Is the data anonymised?
Are there new versions?

•

What were the quality assurance procedures?

•

How can the data be accessed?

Source: https://www.cessda.eu/Training/Training-Resources/Library/DataManagement-Expert-Guide/2.-Organise-Document/Documentation-and-metadata

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Metadata
_is_a_love_note_to_the_future_(8071729256).jpg
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Writing quality metadata
• Pay attention to titles
• An example: Greater Yellowstone (where) Rivers (what) from 1:126,700
(scale) U.S. Forest Service (who) Visitor Maps (1961-1983) (when)

• The goal of a metadata record is to give the user enough information to
know if they can use the data without contacting the dataset owner.
• Be detailed: there’s no such thing as too much metadata!

• Select keywords wisely. Use thesauri for keywords whenever possible.
• Remember: a computer will read your metadata.
• Do not use symbols that could be misinterpreted by software: Examples: ! @

#%{}|/\<>~
• When copying and pasting from other sources, use a text editor (e.g., Notepad)

to eliminate hidden character
Source: https://www.dataone.org/education-modules Lesson 07: Metadata

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File
:Metadata_-_Digital_Preservation.png
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Housekeeping with folders and files
• Organized and consistent folder structures
• Keep your file names
• Short
• Informative – describing the content
• Consistent

• Caution! No personal information in file names
• Include version numbers in file names
• For example v01, v02, v03
• Use standardized date and time format
• Date → 20210930_datapilot.docx
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Tips for evaluating DMP
• It has been considered what things would be
essential to document so that the data could be reused.
• Each data type has been taken into account. They
may need different kind of documentation.
• The requirements of a data archive are discussed if
the data will be archived.
• Documentation over the data lifecycle (e.g. data
collection, processing, analysis) has been
considered and responsibilities as well.

Photo by Aaron Burden on Unsplash
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4. Storage and backup during the
research project
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Storage solutions at Tampere Universities
OneDrive for Business

Personal home directory

• For students and employees

• All students and staff members get a personal
home directory (P: drive).

• 1000 GB storage space for each user
• Data can be shared also with users outside
our university
• Suitable for regular personal data
• N.B! Use OneDrive for Business used with TUNI
account.

Tuni Groups
• The same as OneDrive for Business but
tailored for group work
• access right management
• collaboration support tools

• The default quota for staff is 50 GB and for
students 10 GB.
• Suitable for regular personal data.

Tailored solutions
• Technical challenges
• very large file size
• e.g. 1000 hours of video recordings

• Very sensitive data
• e.g. sensitive personal data, patient records
• personal data categories (pdf)
• How about your own devices and storage
solutions?
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About cloud services
• It is not essential if it is a cloud or not
• The key is the security of the selected
solution
• How is it built and maintained?
• Probabilities for data losses and data
leaks?
• Terms of use?

• Tampere Universities have a contractual
agreement with Microsoft that the O365
cloud services are e.g. GDPR compliant.
• N.B! Universities have no contract with
Dropbox, Google, etc.

Photo by Billy Huynh on Unsplash
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Tips for evaluating DMP
• Priority is given to our own community’s storage solutions.
The plan highlights:
• Backup
• Information security

• Explain if, and why it is not used the (preferred) home
institution's storage solutions.
• The practices of version control of the data have been
discussed, e.g. the raw data is kept separately from other
• Storage and security of physical data is described.
• Usage rights and access control are described.
• Access to the data and security measures are described.
• For example, user name & password & multifactor authentication (or
log files).

Photo by Aaron Burden on Unsplash
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5. Sharing and archiving the data for
reuse after the research
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Plan and prepare sharing before hand 1/2
• Start by thinking can you share the whole
data, part of the data or only metadata.
• Inform research participants and ask their
permission for archiving and sharing
• Consent for participation (.docx)
• Privacy notice (.docx)

• In your research group and also with a
possible business partner, make an
agreement about what you will do with the
data when your project ends.

Photo Augusto Ordonez Pixabay

• Example of reasons why data opening is not
possible:
• Ethical and legal issues
• Ownership / Copyright
• Trade secrets
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Plan and prepare sharing before hand 2/2
• Choose a home for your data. It makes
sense to contact a data repository
beforehand.
• Describe your data in the way that others
can understand it. Create metadata.
• Use data formats which are appropriate for
a long-term storage.
• Use data formats which can be used
without commercial software.

https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/

• License your data.

• Anonymize your data.
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Optimal timing for sharing
•

During the research project?

•

When you publish your research article?
•

•

For example: “PLOS journals require authors to make all
data necessary to replicate their study’s findings publicly
available without restriction at the time of publication.”

At the end of the research project?
•

How long embargo is justified? Good question!

Photo by Sigmund on Unsplash
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Data repositories
• Remember that
• Repository is appropriate for your data
(contains similar datasets, fits requirements
of a funder/publisher etc.).
• Repository assigns persistent identifiers
(PID), such as DOI or URN, to your data.
PID makes your data citable.
• Repository has clear policies about
accessing and using data.
• Repository has a certificate indicating
trustworthiness (for example Core Trust
Seal or ISO 16363 standard)
• Repository publishes machine-readable
metadata and uses a known metadata
standard.
• Search for repositories Re3data.org
Illustration credit: Ainsley Seago. doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001779.g001
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Tips for writing DMP
• Describe, where the data will be shared. Share data in
repositories, archives, catalogues or registries which provide
PIDs.
• Specify when data will be shared and under which license.

• Explain, if data sharing is limited or not possible, and who can
access the data under which conditions.
• Explain, what actions will be taken to overcome or to minimise
data sharing restrictions.
• Indicate which specific tools or software potential users may
need to access, interpret, and (re-)use the data.
• Provide information, if any protocol to access the data (for
example if authentication is needed or if there is a data access
request procedure).
• Explain how the data could be re-used in other contexts.
Photo by Aaron Burden on Unsplash
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6. Responsibilities and resources
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Time and other resources needed
• Who (for example role, position, and institution)
will be responsible for data management? Just
a lucky guess, most likely YOU / RESEACH
GROUP are in charge.

• Allocate working hours for:
• Planning and gaining access to the field (research
permission etc.)
• Ethical committee statements, if needed.
• Creating metadata
• Data sharing (anonymisation)

• You may need money for

Photo by Jordan Whitfield on Unsplash

• Devices
• External services (transcription).
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Tips for writing DMP
• Outline all the roles and responsibilities described in the DMP and
names the individuals where possible.
• State who is responsible for the data resulting from the project after
the project has ended.
• State the procedure for transferring these responsibilities (in case
the person is expected to leave the project).
• Explain how data management responsibilities are co-ordinated in
collaborative projects.
• Indicate who is responsible for implementing the DMP and updating
it during the project.
• List the required resources and facilities for data management
(e.g. storing environment, staff time used for data management,
repository charges) and refer to the specified financial costs in the
budget, according to funder requirements.
• Provide estimate of time and money needed to prepare the data for
sharing, publishing, preservation (data curation).

Photo by Aaron Burden on Unsplash
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Good to know
Guidelines

Organizational policies

• Research Data Management -guide (Tampere
University Library)

• Open Science and Research Policy

• Data Management Guidelines (Finnish Social
Science Data Archive) 

• Information Security Policy

• Data Protection Policy (TAU intra)

• Data protection path of research (Tampere
University)
• Quick guide to information security (TAU intra)
• Practical guide to research data management
(Science Europe)
• TAU DMP Guidance and Finnish DMP evaluation
guidance
• Data management guidelines (Academy of
Finland
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Help available
Research Data Services comprehends:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Library
IT-services
Research services
Record management
Legal services
Data protection office
Finnish Social Science Data Archive (FSD)

• We organize research data management
trainings.
• We provide instructions and resources
about data management.
• We comment data management plans.

Questions – feel free to ask and comment!
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Thank you!
researchdata@tuni.fi
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